
SF-600
similar glue groove structure design

DOUBLE MODE 
POWERFUL TYPE

Full-Automaticdual-modewirelessgluebindingmachine

7 inch industrial touch screen
Increase the fast glue binding mode to improve gluing speed

All in one large glue tank, effectively solve the problem of coated paper glue off the page
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CONFIGURATION AND PARAMETER

Main Feature
1、Brand-new design of one-piece glue tank: double roller wheels and side roller wheels structure, firstly apply 
     the grooved spine glue to ensure that the glue can penetrate into the inner grooved space. After the side 
     glue, the spine glue is applied again. The glue is perfectly integrated, the glue layer is fuller and firmer
2、Dual-mode full-automatic glue binding design: two full-automatic glue binding modes, which can be freely 
     selected according to actual glue binding requirements, and can be switched with one key, which can 
     increase the efficiency by up to 50%
3、Two-way double screw rods: the trolley adopts a two-way double screw rods clamping structure, which 
     is not deformed or twisted during clamping, and is durable.
4、24 teeth sun cutter and small milling cutter: high-power milling motor, milling spine clear, uniform slotting, 
     ensuring glue space, and firmer glue binding.
5、Humanized design of book placing table: the humanized design of book placing table allows easy access to 
     the contents and improves work efficiency.
6、7 inch industrial-grade touch screen: good interaction with computers, intuitive and convenient operation, 
     user-friendly design, easier use, more stable programs, and more user-friendly operation.

Model

MAX Binding Thickness

MAX Binding Size 420mm

60mm

SF-600

Glue Melt Time

Binding Speed

Hour Milling Cutter

Glue Roller

Auto Side Glue

Vacuum Structure

Binding Method

Display

Book Spine Angle Adjustment

Milling Folding

Power

Machine Size

Machine weight

220V/2000W

1580*610*1035mm
215KG/262KG

About 45 minutes

300 books/hour

24teeth sun cutter +small milling cutter

Independent side glue + spine glue

Yes

Wind wheel

Manual & automatic + Fast mode

7 inch touch screen

Classic knob

Tri-fold

Technical Parameters 
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